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Electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) scenarios for 

tokamaks use the fundamental ordinary mode (OI-mode) or 

the second harmonic extraordinary mode (X2-mode) 

launched from the low field side. 0 I-mode and X2-mode 

launched from the low field side are chosen mainly because 

of their large optical thickness, and simplicity in the design 

of the launcher. Recently, a scenario of ECCD near the 

fundamental cyclotron frequency with an fundamental 

extraordinary mode (Xl-mode) launched from the low field 

side is proposed ' ). In the case of oblique injection of XI

mode, we do not need to access the resonance region that is 

screened by cutoff region existing in the low field side for 

an efficient damping and current drive. Accessibility and 

feasibility of this mode to LHD are studied using the actual 

magnetic launcher configurations. 

A top view of the LHD constant magnetic field contours, 

flux surface contours and the available ECRH antennas in 

the horizontal port is shown in Fig. 1. The thick lines are the 

contours for IBI = 3 T and the outermost closed flux contour 
(p = I) respectively. The lower frequency among operating 

frequencies of 84 and 168GHz can be used for fundamental 

X-mode current drive. In order to achieve effective currrent 

drive, we need a high Nil in the absorption region. The best 

conditions in this respect are given for the toroidal 

launching positions - 0.7 m to - 0.9 m. We take here as a 

representative case the position - 0.8 m. The accessibility 

condition can be expressed in the functional form of 

Fig .1 Horizontal cross -section or LHD 

(\\'ailaole launching mirrors. The ray is sho\\'n 
",ith the toroidal deflection or -O,XIll, 
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Fig.2. a) locations of Prnax. and Pco., and b) 

associated maximum and minimum 

energies as function of the central density 

in LHD at constant toroidal ray deflection 
of - 0.8 m and various values of w Iw" (0). 

frequency normalized by local cyclotron frequency w Iwc , 

as ( wi ill to = 1(1 + J I + 4{ w',1w.')i( I -N,;)) , and 

(w/wJ = ! 
rna, J 1- M . Here, (wlw,lo. and (wlwJrnax. 

correspond to local X-mode cutoff frequency and maximum 

frequency up to which resonant electron exist in velocity 

space. A summary of accessibility condition for different 

magnetic fields and densities, but fixed launch angle, is 

shown in Fig. 2. Here, cutoff and maximum frequency is 

expressed by corresponding locations Pcn. and Pma\' V!! is 

the electron parallel velocity normalized by light speed. The 

density profile is assumed to be 11,,(p) = 11,,(O)-lI-(pY/I. 

Taking (V II
2

)min = 0.05 as a limit for the a\'ailability of a 

sufficient number of resonant electrons, \\'e find for the 

accessible range of central electron densities 11,,(0) :!S 7'101~ 

m':~. This density range will expand \\'ith a higher local 

temperature and an increasing number of electrons at higher 

parallel velocities. HO\\'e\'er, there remains a limit, 

independent of temperature, of (1)//(0,2 = 0,2 for an assumed 

N I, (p) :::: 0.6, corresponding to n,.(p) :!S I .101
.1 m·1 for 

(I)/W, (0) =1.3 and the given frequency of 8-+ G Hz. 
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